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1 Evaluate Formulas
There are two ways to evaluate formulas.
1. If you have any part of a function or a formula that you are not sure about its value, select the
part of the formula and use F9. For =PMT(Interest/12,Years*12,-Loan), when you select the
“Loan” and use F9 it will show =PMT(Interest/12,Years*12,-6000)
2. To evaluate the entire formula or function and use Formulas and Evaluate Formula.

Once you get the menu, you can evaluate all the components of the formula parts one by one by clicking
on the Evaluate button on the menu.

2 Frequently used Financial Ratios
I compiled the most frequently used financial ratios:
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3 Making an Exact Copy of a Range of Formulas
In order to copy "AS IS" formulas or functions without changing the relative addressing:

I add spaces in in front of the equal “=” sign.
Select the cells with functions or formulas:
Use CTRL+H (Replace). Replace “=” with “ =” (equal sign with a space followed by an equal sign.)
Use: Replace all.
Copy and paste in the desired location.
Use CTRL+H (Replace). Replace “ =” with “=” (a space followed by an equal sign with and sign.)
Use: Replace all.

4 Show/Hide Formulas
Go to Formulas and Show Formulas.
Or use Ctrl+` (on the same key of the~ in a US keyboard)

If you repeat the above, it will hide the formulas. It will toggle between show and hide.
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5 Time Stamp in Excel
CTRL + shift + ; shows the time to the nearest minute.
You can use (preferably, before you use the shortcut) the format dd-mm-yyyy hh:mm:ss)

Even if you format the cell to show seconds the “CTRL + shift+:” shortcut will always round to the
nearest minute.
IF YOU WANT TO Time-stamp with the exact seconds use the function =NOW()
Make sure to copy the result immediately and use Paste Special as Values-otherwise the results change.
If you want to create a Macro use:
Public Sub Timestamp()
ActiveCell.Value = Format(Now, "hh:mm:ss")
End Sub
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6 Go to a Specific Sheet with Right Click
If you are working on a large excel file that contains many sheets, you can quickly identify/find the tab
that you are looking for?
Right click on the sheet navigation area, look for the sheet and select your sheet.

7 Helpful Reference Functions
Using the following functions will be helpful
=ROW([reference]) Returns the ROW number of a reference. If you leave out the reference, the function
returns the ROW where the formula is.
=COLUMN([reference]) Returns the COLUMN number of a reference. If you leave out the reference, the
function returns the COLUMN where the formula is.
=SHEET([reference]) Returns the SHEET’s index number of the referenced sheet name. If you leave out
the reference, the function returns the index number for the sheet on which the formula sits.
=SHEETS([reference]) Returns the number of SHEETS in the workbook. If you leave out the referenced
workbook, the function returns the number of sheets in the current workbook.
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